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HiFuture Future Aura smartwatch (silver)
Future Aura is an elegant smartwatch. It is not only a functional device, but also a great addition to your closet. Equipped with a color
AMOLED display with a 1.08-inch screen, it provides an amazing visual experience. With it, you can improve your fitness and measure
your  performance  in  many  sports.  The  device  also  monitors  your  health,  providing  clear  information  on  its  quality  for  7  days  without
charging interruptions. The watch is waterproof, so it can accompany you in any situation.
 
Let the colors engulf you
The smartwatch is equipped with a 1.08-inch screen that makes navigating through settings and functions simple and fun. The AMOLED
display is responsible for the amazing visual experience. You will see a clear image full of spectacular colors on your wrist. Customize the
look of the screen and set one of more than 100 color dials, allowing Future Aura to reflect your mood.
 
Quick connections from the smartwatch
Enjoy the freedom and mobility  that Future Aura provides.  The smartwatch lets you store important contacts and allows you to make
phone calls without taking out your phone. Simply pick up or dial a number and enjoy a clear conversation. Can't answer? Use the screen
and send a short text message with relevant information.
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Your personal assistant
Future Aura will let you work in harmony with your rhythm. If you've been in high gear all day, the device will remind you to take a break.
It will  also monitor your heart rate during your daily activities and workouts, so you can easily manage stress and even quickly detect
any problems. Future Aura will also send you notifications of events that are important to you, so you'll never again forget an important
date or be late for an appointment.
 
Limitless support 7 days a week
You don't have to worry about charging your smartwatch too often. The device supports magnetic charging, which takes about 2 hours.
This time provides enough energy for the Future Aura to be your support for daily chores all week long. What's more, you don't have to
take the watch off when you wash dishes or go to the pool. The smartwatch is IP68 waterproof, so it can accompany you without limits!
 
Included
Smartwatch (including standard strap),
Magnetic charging cable,
User manual,
Strap adjustment tool;
	Manufacturer
	HiFuture
	Model
	Aura
	Color
	Silver
	Display
	AMOLED
	Size
	1,08"
	Resolution
	340 × 340
	Touch screen
	Tempered glass + fingerprint protection coating
	Battery capacity
	160mAh
	Charging method
	Magnetic charging
	Theoretical charging time
	Approximately 2 hours
	Materials
	AMOLED
	Width
	20 mm
	Minimum and maximum wrist dimensions
	150-200mm
	Supported devices
	Andriod7.0 and above, IOS12.0 and above
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Before: € 93.0003

Now: € 85.50

Lifestyle&Outdoor, Smartwatches
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